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Abstract — Aims: Ample survey research has shown that alcohol portrayals in movies affect the development of alcohol consumption in youth. Hence, there is preliminary evidence that alcohol portrayals in movies also directly influence viewers’ drinking of alcohol while watching movies. One process that might account for these direct effects is imitation. The present study therefore examined whether young people imitate actors sipping alcohol on screen. Methods: We observed sipping behaviours of 79 young adults (ages 18–25) watching a 60-min movie clip, ‘What Happens in Vegas’, in a semi-naturalistic home setting. Each of the 79 participants was exposed to 25 alcohol cues. Two-level logistic regression analyses were used to analyse whether participants in general imitated actors’ sipping during this clip. In addition, we applied proportional hazard models in a survival analysis framework (Cox regression) to test whether there was a difference in imitation of the cues between male and female participants, and to test whether the timing of the actors’ sipping throughout the movie played a role. Results: The findings showed that participants were more likely to sip in accordance with the actors’ sipping than without such a cue. Further, we found that men were more likely to imitate actors’ sipping than females and that participants tended to respond to actors’ sipping at the beginning of the movie rather than at the end. Conclusion: Exposure to actors sipping alcohol in a movie seems to have an immediate impact on the drinking behaviour of viewers, via the mechanism of imitation.

INTRODUCTION

Alcohol use among young people is widespread (Jernigan, 2001, Schmid et al., 2003) and carries significant risk of alcohol-related harm, including car accidents and premature death (Valencia et al., 2008). Early initiation of alcohol use leads to an increased risk for alcohol dependence and abuse later in life (DeWit et al., 2000; Ellickson et al., 2003; Kraus et al., 2000). It is imperative to identify processes that influence heavy drinking to limit these negative consequences. Direct social influences, such as drinking peers and parents, have a substantial effect on young people’s alcohol drinking (e.g. Spijkerman et al., 2007). In addition, personality factors such as sensation seeking might affect young people’s alcohol consumption (Sargent et al., 2010). Evidence shows that exposure to alcohol cues in movies partially accounts for the onset and continuation of alcohol consumption among young people (e.g. Connally et al., 1994; Hanewinkel and Sargent, 2009; Sargent et al., 2006; Thomsen and Revke, 2006) and that these effects are independent of social influence of parents, friends and personality factors (Dal Cin et al., 2009; Hanewinkel and Sargent, 2009). Young people often identify with alcohol-using movie characters, and celebrities and famous people often function as role models for them (Dal Cin et al., 2008). Experimental studies of Engels et al. (2009) and Koordeman et al. (2011a,b) showed that movie alcohol portrayal also immediately affects alcohol consumption while watching a movie. However, not much is known about the processes behind drinking while watching a movie with alcohol cues. The present study examined whether young adults imitate alcohol sipping of movie characters while watching a movie.

Imitation of drinking behaviour has been proposed to account for alcohol consumption (Bandura, 1977; Larsen et al., 2009a; Quigley and Collins, 1999). Empirical studies have shown that drinking behaviour of an individual is often adapted to that of a role model (Caudill and Marlatt, 1975; Larsen et al., 2009a,b; Lied and Marlatt, 1979; Quigley and Collins, 1999). Individuals consume more alcohol and with a higher pace when they are with someone who consumes alcohol (Caudill and Kong, 2001; Collins, et al., 1985; Larsen, et al., 2009a), thereby providing support for a role of alcohol consumption imitation in social settings. An underlying mechanism of this effect is behavioural imitation. Imitation is the tendency to act in the same way we see others act (Dijksterhuis and Bargh, 2001). First, at a behavioural level, research has shown that people often automatically, and outside their awareness, imitate each other’s behaviour, including gestures, postures, laughter, moods and emotions (Chartrand and Bargh, 1999; Van Baaren, et al., 2004a,b). At a cognitive level, observing someone perform a certain action (e.g. pick up a glass and sip) automatically activates the pre-motor representation of that action (the goal and the muscles involved) in our brains as if we were about to perform that action ourselves (e.g. Hurley and Chater, 2005). This imitation process might also apply to seeing actors drinking alcohol on screen.

Larsen et al. (2009b) showed that at a micro level (i.e. sipping level), individuals imitate the sips of alcoholic beverages of other people when in a bar lab. Will this micro-level imitation also occur when watching people on a TV screen without real-life interaction with the drinking model? Obviously, while watching a movie, individuals do not really interact with the actors on screen. However, movies are designed to involve people emotionally, and actors are selected for their ability to inspire empathy on the part of the viewer (Cohen, 2001). Therefore, the alcohol sipping of movie characters might influence young people, as previous research has shown that imitation is stronger when models are liked (Van Baaren et al., 2003, 2004a,b).
The present study is the first to examine whether young adults imitate alcohol sipping of actors while watching a movie. In addition, we wanted to assess whether imitation of a cue depends on characteristics of the participants, such as their gender, and on characteristics of the cue, that is, the gender of the (drinking) actor and timing of the cue. To assess imitation processes, we observed participants in real time. We hypothesized that participants would imitate drinking of a character in a movie at a sipping level. Further, as there are profound gender differences in young adult drinking patterns (Bot et al., 2005; Poelen et al., 2005), we expected the effects of alcohol portrayal in movies to be stronger for males compared with females.

METHODS

Participants and design
The sample consisted of 79 university students (51 males and 28 females) aged 18–25 years ($M = 20.8$, $SD = 2.0$) who watched a movie in same-sex dyads. This sample was part of a larger study investigating the effects of alcohol portrayals in movies on alcohol consumption (Koordeman et al., 2011a). In this larger study, a randomized, two (gender) by two (movie condition: alcohol, non-alcohol) between-subject design was used (total, $n = 243$; alcohol movie condition, $n = 121$; non-alcohol movie condition, $n = 122$). Two 60-min versions of the same movie were created, one showing exclusively non-alcohol scenes and the other showing both male and female characters drinking alcohol in addition to non-alcohol scenes. Koordeman et al. (2011a) found that men’s alcohol consumption was higher in the alcohol movie condition compared with the non-alcohol movie condition, whereas women’s alcohol consumption was slightly lower in the alcohol movie condition compared with the non-alcohol movie condition.

In the present study, as we were exclusively interested in imitation of alcohol cues on screen, only participants who consumed alcohol at least once in the alcohol movie condition ($n = 79$) were included. When participants switched from alcoholic to non-alcoholic beverages, only the alcohol sips were included in the analyses. In the present study, the actual sample size does not comprise the participants but rather the movie cues ($n = 25$ cues multiplied by 79 participants $= 1975$).

Participants were recruited via flyers and an Internet system at the Radboud University Nijmegen. Through the Internet system, students could volunteer for participation in ongoing research. However, students enrolled in courses of study (e.g. psychology) were obliged to participate to receive a credit for a specific number of hours during their first year (Anschutz et al., 2008). All participants were asked to come with a same-sex friend. Students received either Euros ($\sim$€12.50) or course credits. The Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Social Sciences of the Radboud University Nijmegen approved study protocols. Participants submitted written informed consent forms prior to the onset of the study.

Procedure
A semi-naturalistic home setting was created to increase ecological validity and minimize demand characteristics (Bot et al., 2005). We placed a relaxing chair, plants, television and decorations in a laboratory room. Sessions were conducted Tuesday through Friday in the late afternoon and lasted 1.5 h. First, participants filled out a questionnaire containing demographic questions and questions about how they spend their leisure time (to distract them from the real aim of the study). Next, they were informed that they would watch a movie for 1 hour, and they were asked to act as if they were at home. They were told that they could freely take nuts and drinks from the table and the refrigerator. Concerning beverages, participants could choose from beer, wine, soda or water in 20 cl or 25 cl bottles. The study was presented as an examination of general TV viewing behaviour, and no information was provided about the real aim of the study, that is, whether participants imitate actors sipping alcohol on screen. For a more detailed description of the study procedure, see Koordeman et al. (2011a).

The contemporary movie ‘What Happens in Vegas’ (Fox, 2008) was chosen for its numerous scenes containing alcohol portrayal. The movie is about two people who discover that they got married following a night of debauchery, with one of them winning a huge jackpot after playing the other’s quarter. The unhappy couple tries to undermine each other and get their hands on the money, falling in love along the way. The actors Cameron Diaz and Ashton Kutcher played the main characters. Of the participants, 88.3% reported being familiar with Ashton Kutcher and 92.5% with Cameron Diaz before they watched the movie. As it was a recent release, not many participants would have seen it prior to the study. The movie was carefully shortened to 60 min in such a way that the storyline was still comprehensible. In the shortened version, the main male character, Jack, sipped alcohol 12 times, while the main female character, Joy, sipped alcohol 6 times. The supporting male character, Hater (friend of Jack), sipped 7 times. In total, characters sipped alcohol 25 times.

After watching the movie, participants completed a second questionnaire containing various questions about their attitude towards the movie, identification with main characters and their drinking habits. During each session, a hidden camera made DVD recordings. The participants were debriefed after data collection was completed. The participants who had consumed more than two alcoholic drinks were offered a taxi home.

Measures

Actors’ sipping
First, we assessed how many times actors took a sip of any alcoholic beverage during the movie. Secondly, we examined at what time (in seconds) during the movie the actors took a sip.

Participants’ sipping
We recorded at what time participants took a sip of alcoholic beverages. We synchronized the DVD recordings of the participants and the 60-min movie clip so that we could match exactly the sipping of the actors and the participants.

Further, we assessed the total number of participants’ sips and total alcohol consumption by counting the number of alcoholic drinks consumed during the 60-min movie session (cf., Koordeman et al., 2011a; Larsen et al., 2009a).
Drinking habits (self-report)

To measure weekly alcohol use, we asked the following questions: ‘On how many days during the past 7 days did you consume alcohol?’ and ‘How many glasses did you drink?’ The total sum of the last 7 days was the measure used in the analyses (Hajema and Knibbe, 1998). Further, problem drinking (Cornel et al., 1994) was assessed using six questions with possible responses of ‘yes’ or ‘no’. For example, ‘In the past twelve months, have you tried to stop drinking without succeeding?’ Cronbach’s α for this scale was 0.60.

Strategy for analyses

The first aim was to test whether people imitated actors’ sipping on screen during the 60-min movie. This would be the case when sipping of the participant occurred more often in the 15-s interval in which a cue (i.e. sipping of an actor in the movie) occurred rather than in the other 15-s intervals during the 60 min of the shortened movie. We chose a 15-s period from observational data on social drinking based on testing different time intervals (see also Larsen et al., 2009b). Consequently, the 60-min movie was divided into 240 sequences of 15 s. The difference between the proportion of sips during any sequence and the proportion of sips in the time interval following an actor’s sipping was tested by means of a multilevel logistic regression analysis using the software package MPLUS 5.1 (Muthén and Muthén, 1998–2007). This analysis takes into account the clustering of movie sequences within individuals. Odds ratios were presented as effect sizes.

Secondly, we applied multilevel proportional hazard models (Cox regression) in a survival analysis framework using the software package MPLUS 5.1 (Muthén and Muthén, 1998–2007) to test whether imitation (i.e. possible event occurrence = sipping of a participant) within a 15-s time frame after a cue (=actor sipping in the movie) depends on characteristics of the participant, such as gender, or whether it depends on characteristics of the cue, such as timing (earlier or later in the movie) or gender of the cue. Hazard ratios and confidence intervals were presented as effect sizes.

RESULTS

Descriptives

Men and women differed substantially in self-reported alcohol consumption. Males reported a higher weekly consumption (t (79) = 23.50, P < 0.001) and scored higher on problem drinking compared with women (t (79) = 8.29, P < 0.001). While watching the movie, men consumed more alcohol compared with women (t (79) = 28.61, P < 0.001) and had a higher mean of total sips (t (79) = 10.60, P < 0.001). The intra-class correlation showed that in both male (r = 0.515) and female (r = 0.754) dyads participants’ alcohol consumption was significantly correlated (P < 0.001). The male and female correlations differed significantly (z = −2.21, P = 0.027). In five cases, only one of the two participants in a dyad was included in the analyses, since one consumed only non-alcoholic beverages. The means and SDs for all variables by gender are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptives: sample means (M) and standard deviations (SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M  SD</td>
<td>M  SD</td>
<td>M  SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in cl (standardized)1</td>
<td>26.10 12.98</td>
<td>30.69 13.29</td>
<td>17.77 6.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly alcohol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consumption</td>
<td>16.62 15.02</td>
<td>21.12 16.06</td>
<td>8.43 7.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem drinking</td>
<td>1.19 0.21</td>
<td>1.22 0.22</td>
<td>1.14 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sips</td>
<td>24.77 21.46</td>
<td>28.24 22.50</td>
<td>18.46 7.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 79 (men = 51; women = 28).
**P < 0.001.
1The results are given in glasses of 15 cl.

Do people imitate at all?

The first aim was to test whether people imitate actors sipping alcohol on screen during the 60-min movie. We found that the proportion of participants taking a sip during sequences outside actors’ sipping was 10.6%, whereas the proportion of participants taking a sip congruent with the actors’ sipping (i.e. within 15 s) was 14.3%. Multilevel logistic regression analysis showed that this difference was significant (odds ratio = 1.497, P < 0.001, 95% CI = 1.28–1.75). Thus, participants were more likely to sip when the actors were sipping rather than when the actors were not sipping.

Do men and women differ in imitation?

Multilevel Cox regression showed that men were more likely than women to imitate an actor’s sip (hazard ratio = 1.97, P = 0.003, 95% CI = 1.36–3.09). In additional analyses, we controlled for self-reported weekly consumption, for total amount of sips (minus the sips within the imitation intervals of 15 s), and for the day of the week on which the experiment took place. While controlling for these variables, the effect of gender remained significant (hazard ratio = 1.85, P = 0.016, 95% CI = 1.10–2.98). Further, we did not find an interaction effect between gender of the participants and weekly drinking on imitation (hazard ratio = 1.02, P > 0.05, 95% CI = 0.98–1.06). There were no differences between high and low weekly drinkers in the interaction effect between condition and gender on imitation. In addition, we did not find a cross-level interaction between gender of the participant and gender of the actor on imitation (hazard ratio = 1.42, P > 0.05, 95% CI = 0.71–14.04). This means there was no difference between male and female participants on imitation of male and female actors.

Does timing of the cue affect imitation?

Regarding the timing of the actors’ sipping, it appeared that participants were more likely to imitate the actors’ sips at the beginning of the movie than at the end (hazard ratio = 0.80, P = 0.037, 95% CI = 0.63–0.98). We found no cross-level interaction between timing of the sipping and gender of the participants on imitation (hazard ratio = 1.17, P > 0.05, 95% CI = 0.358–1.43). Men and women both imitated more at the beginning of the movie.
DISCUSSION

The current study is the first to apply both logistic regression analysis and multilevel proportional hazard models (Cox regression) to assess the immediate effect of actors sipping alcohol on screen on young people’s drinking behaviour. We found that young adults imitated the sipping of actors while they watched a movie. The results of the survival analyses further showed that men were more likely to imitate the alcohol sipping of an actor compared with women and that imitation of alcohol sips was stronger during the earlier period of the movie. The results contribute to the literature on the associations between alcohol portrayal in movies and alcohol consumption of young people (Connally et al., 1994; Hanewinkel and Sargent, 2009; Sargent et al., 2006). In addition, these results confirmed experimental studies demonstrating that individuals imitate the sipping behaviour of peers in real-life interactions (Larsen et al., 2009a,b; Quigley and Collins, 1999). Hence, we demonstrated that even without real-life interaction with a model, direct imitation of sipping behaviour occurs. Cue-reactivity models might explain this imitation effect. In their incentive-sensitization theory, Robinson and Berridge (2004) stated that repeated use of a substance produces a dopaminergic response that becomes sensitized every time the drug is used. This sensitized reaction causes the substance to be perceived as highly salient. Attentional biases for alcohol cues and craving might be crucial factors underlying alcohol consumption (Franken et al., 2003; Schoenmakers et al., 2010), and alcohol cues in a movie might elicit attentional bias for alcohol and stimulate feelings of craving. This in turn might cause people to imitate characters on the screen.

Men were more inclined to imitate the actors’ sipping compared with women. This result is in accordance with research on drinking in social groups and dyads, showing that modelling occurs more frequently among men (Bot et al., 2007; Larsen et al., 2009b; Overbeek et al., 2010). Koordeman et al. (2011a) found that watching a version of a movie with many alcohol portrayals, in contrast to a version of the same movie without alcohol portrayals, leads to higher alcohol consumption during the movie for men but not for women. First, cue-reactivity can explain this gender difference. When confronted with alcohol cues in a movie, men might be more susceptible to these images as men rather than women are more often heavy drinkers (Neve et al., 1997; Schuckit et al., 1998). Many heavy drinkers have an attentional bias for alcohol cues, which might lead to increased craving and subsequent drinking (Field and Eastwood, 2005; Franken et al., 2003). A second reason for the higher imitation likelihood in men might be that in the movie we chose, but also in movies in general, the male characters drink alcohol more frequently compared with the female characters (Everett et al., 1998; Koordeman et al., 2011a; Stern, 2005). Nonetheless, we did not find differences in imitation between male and female participants while watching male versus female actors. It might still be interesting in future studies to balance female and male actors’ sipping in the movie to systematically explain the differences in imitation of male and female participants.

We further found that young adult participants imitated more during the earlier period of the movie. The sipping cues in this movie were evenly distributed over the length of the movie. However, attentional bias for alcohol cues might be more profound when alcohol cues are viewed for the first time (first sip cue occurred 3 min into this movie clip). After the first few sips, the incentive saliency of alcohol cues probably diminishes (Schoenmakers and Wiers, 2010) for most people, and other processes might play a role in continued imitation of the sipping behaviour of actors. For instance, higher identification with the actors or transportation into the movie might lead to higher levels of imitation. Therefore, people might be more inclined to sip in accordance with the actors’ sipping at the beginning of the movie rather than later in the movie. Another explanation for the difference in timing of imitation is that early alcohol cues in the movie might lead to overcoming inhibitions to alcohol consumption. When individuals have had their first drink, the following drinks are more likely to be consumed at the participant’s own ‘pace,’ independent of the actors’ drinking. Future studies should test the processes (e.g. identification, transportation, attentional bias) that affect the imitation of movie characters.

Some limitations and directions for future studies warrant attention. First, participants watched the movie in dyads, which may have affected their drinking behaviour. An important strength of this study is that we created a realistic drinking situation as possible and invited dyads to encourage participants to feel comfortable and ‘at home’, including having a drink while watching the movie. Of the participants, 85% reported watching movies with others. To really assess the effect of peer drinking, future studies could test the interplay between social and movie cues by using a design in which confederates are instructed to sip at specific moments. Further, it would be interesting to replicate the present study with individual participants to examine the effects of sipping cues in the movie independently from the effects of peers. Secondly, although based on qualitative impressions of the participants’ behavioural patterns during the movie, the choices to divide the movie into 15-s sequences and to establish a 15-s time interval after the actor’s sip are somewhat arbitrary. There are, as far as we know, no theoretical or empirical studies that have determined the exact period in which imitation can or should occur, particularly in the context of alcohol use. Therefore, we defined 15 s as an interval in which imitation might occur. Future studies should investigate the exact period in which imitation could occur.

Thirdly, it could be that the effects found occur especially when drinks are easily available in an experimental setting but may less likely occur when the drinks are not directly at hand. In a study using a truly naturalistic setting (i.e. a movie theatre), Koordeman et al. (2011b) demonstrated that alcohol advertisements presented in a movie theatre prior to a movie increased the consumption of alcohol among heavy drinkers. This study was conducted in a service cinema where participants were able to order (alcoholic) drinks during the movie. Future studies could test whether our results would be replicated in a truly naturalistic setting, for example, at the homes of participants. However, it is reasonable that when alcohol is less available or at a greater distance, for instance, when individuals have to walk to a fridge in the kitchen to get a drink or when they first have to go to the liquor shop when there is no alcohol at home, participants would not take a drink. Future research could test whether direct availability plays a role in alcohol consumption while watching
movies containing alcohol portrayal. Finally, it would be interesting to replicate this study with non-alcoholic beverages like soda to test whether participants also imitate characters in the movie drinking such beverages. Previous studies showed that television viewing increases consumption of sodas (Koordeman et al., 2010; Thomson et al., 2008; Vereecken et al., 2005) and imitation might play a role in this behaviour.

In conclusion, the current study found that young people imitate movie characters’ alcohol drinking on screen. Alcohol misuse among young people is a major public health concern worldwide (Rehm, 2010; WHO, 2010). Therefore, it is important to gain insight into processes that influence increased intake of alcohol. Using a micro perspective (i.e. sipping level), we demonstrated that alcohol portrayals in movies affect the drinking of young adults. People attempting to reduce their alcohol consumption could experience increased difficulty in limiting their consumption because alcohol portrayals in movies—in contrast to alcohol advertising—are expected to have an effect on drinking behaviour, even if that effect is outside a person’s awareness. Alcohol portrayal in movies may be more powerful than advertising precisely because the message is not perceived as advertising (Pettit and Cacioppo, 1986). Several national governments regulate alcohol advertising (STAP, 2010). However, few restrictions are placed on alcohol portrayal in movies. The use of an alcohol warning before the start of a movie could be a way to create more awareness. Some studies support the effects of anti-smoking advertisements before movies (Edwards et al., 2007; Hanewinkel et al., 2010; Harakeh et al., 2010). However, it is not known if anti-smoking and anti-alcohol ads have the same effect on smoking and drinking behaviour. Another way to increase the awareness of the alcohol content in a movie could be the use an alcohol warning before the start of a movie. Further, movies that depicting alcohol could be broadcasted after prime time (Adams et al., 2009), since this could reduce the frequency of exposure of adolescents and young adults to alcohol portrayals in movies.

In the present study, we tested the effect of imitation of actors’ sipping in one-specific movie in a specific student population. Before generalizing the findings and making policy recommendations, the study should be replicated with different samples and different movies.
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